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MEMBER BENEFITS FREE ONLINE CPE CERTIFIED
Mental Attunement P. 1
Take 5 of these Strategy
and Planning courses, and
you qualify for the prestigious CPE Certified Planning
Engineer. eMail us when
you complete the courses,
and we can process your
application and payment

1) Marketing Planning
https://www.udemy.com/
how-to-write-the-ultimate-1
-page-marketing-plan/
2) Fundamentals of PM
https://www.udemy.com/
project-management/

3) Agile Communications
Planning https://
www.udemy.com/
cbpm_course1/
4) Disaster Contingency
Planning https://
www.udemy.com/disasterplanning/
5) Business Strategy
Planning https://
www.udemy.com/
foundations-of-businessstrategy/

Legal Counsel and Compliance Offices United States
Attention: Prof. G.S. Mentz, JD, MBA, MPM
Suite 293, 1670-F East Cheyenne Mountain Blvd.
Colorado Springs, Colorado USA
email: info@ projectmanagementcertification.org
877-588-2698

6) Microsoft Project
Planning
https://
www.udemy.com/
introduction-to-microsoft
-project-2013/
7) Operations Management Planning
https://
www.udemy.com/
operationsmanagement/
8) Leadership Planning https://
www.udemy.com/
the21principles/

9) Change Innovation
Planning https://
www.udemy.com/
applied-innovation/

Schedule Control History
France faces perplexing issues on the
direction to rebuild the Notre Dame Cathedral after the April 15th fire. This is a
unique project where devoted historians
may be the biggest stakeholders concerned with its launch and completion
dates. Vying for project timeline control is
the political government of President
Emmanuel Macron. Paris is the host of
the 2024 Summer Olympics which
equates to having those Cathedral blueprints ASAP. Included in the rebuild race
is the international community which has
involved itself in these reconstruction
efforts. It ushered an international design
competition to replace the destroyed
spire and is pressing for the formation of
a drafted law to appointment a citizen’s
group to oversee the reconstruction. An
emerging force of its citizenry is pushing
back with input on the timeline for this
grandiose project that foresees the longterm detriments from work done in haste.
For them sound preplanning criteria
comes from the respected expertise of
curators, architects, art historians, and
preservationists. They’re petitioning the
government and others to slow down.
Will the new construction of Norte Dame
be done to replicate its past historical
architecture, or will it incorporate the
technology of our current time into its
blueprint plans? Poland’s rebuild of
Warsaw saw the same unique issues of
politics and culture. “The reconstruction
of Warsaw in 1945 was an attempt to
rebuild not only the individual monuments, but also to restore the entire historical makeup of the city. Many years
later, the revitalization of its Old Town
made it onto the UNESCO World Heritage List” - https://culture.pl/en/article/how
-warsaw-came-close-to-never-beingrebuilt

Editor Notes Trends P. 1
Learning Blockchain P. 2
Advice Founder & Members P. 2

“Be contemplative (consciously thinking) while in
action as this is the key. Having a focused and harmonious connection to your deeper intelligence
while working effectively toward your ideals will
continually reveal results. You are part of all possibility. Seize upon your divine rights to supply and success. Allow yourself to be great and to do great
things. There is no need to compete. YOU MUST
CREATE. Create new ways of doing things, quality
service, create solutions, provide opportunity and
help others. Follow your true place toward your
dreams and your talents will be revealed. If you exercise the practical steps of gratitude, faith, visualization, meditation/prayer, and action, the sixth sense
will emerge, and you will know when to take action
on ideas and how to fulfill them to completion.”
Mental Attunement - Before implementing each
plan or taking any big step, we evaluate our
mental effectiveness.
Getting clear and going
through a mental catharsis will free our thinking
abilities. This means to look at your track record,
atone, prune, purge, and clear away the mental debris. Begin to master what works best for you" and

start to utilize the practices which make you efficient
and healthy.
Using the mind to picture and emotionalize your success
is one of the golden keys to prosperity and success. This
allows you to see your future or pre dream your destiny.
You can effectively build what you want in your mind.
This act of mental preparation can save years of time as
a shortcut toward your ultimate successes. See yourself
in optimal circumstances in your mind’s eye and feel it.
This advice is from It Works If You Work It - The Power
of Success: The Greatest Success Secrets Ever Known
by Dr George S Mentz JD MBA (Author)
ISBN-10: 1502547139
ISBN-13: 978-1502547132

EYE ON IT

Is It Time for Your Recertification?

What Ivy League Schools Don't
Teach ..
Over the years, it has become
increasingly difficult to discuss
the power and challenges of
global capitalism and laissezfaire philosophy to the average
student. Here is a quick sports
analysis of economics.
First, every business or worker
is similar to an NBA or NFL
team. Each team competes
against many other teams who
have: players, owners, managers, rules along with regulations, taxes, and neighborhoods. ...
Yes, we need team players and
superstars to cooperate, innovate and compete in this global
economic environment, but we
also need to realize that a team
must have a sustainable business environment conducive to
success to compete on a global
level against other states or
other countries. As an example, New York lost the multibillion dollar Amazon relocation
deal due to an adverse economic environment.
Read Newsmax: What Ivy
League Schools Don't Teach
About Capitalism | Newsmax.com .

The perspective of blockchain
technology from Bahaiteachings.org is this - Every participant
in a blockchain can authenticate,
verify and audit every previous
transaction, openly and inexpensively. What banks and financial
institutions used to do—sometimes
well, sometimes not so well and
sometimes even fraudulently—
crowdsourced wisdom and honesty
could conceivably soon replace.
Since just about everyone in any
series of transactions wants them
to be truthful, aboveboard and
transparent, you could describe
blockchains as an open-source,
collaborative way of making sure
everyone deals with everyone else
honestly. The technology establishes universal trustworthiness, all
guaranteed by the sequential nature and open design of the process
itself.
Blockchain technology has remarkable potential—fully developed and
utilized, it could create entirely new
foundations for global financial,
economic and social systems.
The CBA™ Certified Blockchain
Analyst™ is a world-class blockchain certification awarded by
GAFM® Global Academy of Finance

and Management. Globally recognized and demanded the
CBA™demonstrates that you have
the experience, education and
competencies to perform the role
of Blockchain Analyst.
Participants will be introduced to
the theory and principles off Blockchain technology and how it can be
leveraged by various applications
across different industry verticals
including insurance, banking, logistics, healthcare, etc.

Visit the GAFM webpage for more
info .
See link below from Simply Explained - Savjee that provides a
simple informative video on blockchain technology and its uses.
https://youtu.be/SSo_EIwHSd4

Register with PMRG for New
Course Work for Recertification

The city/date in which you took
your original certification course

The MPM, HRPM, AgCC, and
MPM2 certifications are good for a
two-year period from the time you
completed your course. Your certificate should have the month and
year in which your certification
expires. If you cannot locate your
expiration date, please feel free to
contact PMRG and they can provide
that to you. (614)-309-6565

Current contact information
(including address, phone, and
email)

You will need the following items to
recertify:
Your name as you would like it to
appear on your new certificate
Type of certification you are renewing (MPM, HRPM, AgCC, or MPM2)

Contact
GAFM GLOBAL ACADEMY OF FINANCE AND MANAGEMENT
® info@gafm.com.

Dr Zulk Shamsuddin is an accredited trainer in the field of project
management for the American
Academy of Project Management.
He is a senior IT Project and Risk
Management Consultant with over
20 years of experience in evaluating
and implementing risk management processes. His specialty is
information technology projects
including enterprise and cloud computing applications using project
and risk management methodologies. His applied methods have
consistently enhanced project

Visit the Project Management
Resource Group to view their Programs Dates and Locations for the
2019 calendar. http://
www.pmrgi.com/recertification
MPM® Certification gives you the
prerequisite that enables you to
advance your certification to the
next level as MPM2 - Master Project Manager 2 .

tional. Current MPM certification is
a prerequisite for this course.
Learners should have over three (3)
years of hands-on project management experience. Participants are
expected to possess a working
knowledge of the process groups
and knowledge areas of project
management and are expected to
make their experience part of the
shared knowledge of the course.
Case studies, published research,
and the work of world-class scholars will be provided for homework
preparation prior to each day.

This MPM2® certification course is
an Advanced Course presented in
collaboration with OPPM™ Interna-

profitability and client satisfaction
levels. He has mastered challenging
senior managerial assignments with
several professional organizations
including banking and financial services institutions. Dr. Zulk provides
training to the MQM ™ Master Quality
Manager - Certification program for
®AAPM
MQM™ is an executive program exploring the world of quality management . The program is designed to
facilitate a framework for providing
management counsel to clients, institutions in the public and private sector. He has provided candidates the
key topics of the profession where
they work to discuss analyze and understand these practices . Dr Zulk’s
training method facilitates work break
out groups and teams to present consulting services to actual clients and
prepare solutions to case studies. He is
author of several management books.

Current HR Trends Noted in
CAREERBUILDER ®
for Employers
Elizabeth Schillo
- Tell Us the Phrases to Remove
10 Phrases That Kill Employee
Morale
As the leader of your business
team, your employees look up
to you, and the words you use
to motivate them have tremendous power. Unfortunately, we
don’t always choose our words
wisely, and instead of heightening employee morale, some
words and phrases can actually
lower it Read the article https://
resources.careerbuilder.com/
small-business/10-phrases-that
-kill-employee-morale

Streaming
Switch, a book by Dan and Chip
Heath proposed finding the
bright spots in one of their chapters.
Here's the gist: In times of change our attention is naturally drawn to
problems (what's not working), but
that problem focus blinds us to what
*is* working. And often we can make
enormous progress simply by asking:
What's working already and how can
we do more of it? They have implemented the bright-spots idea as a
workshop and recreated a quick
video that presents a case study
where a business leader used brightspots thinking to solve a huge business challenge -- and succeeded, to
the tune of $50 million in extra annual revenue. See Video

